Famous Practitioners of Radiesthesia

Here’s a brief on some of the famous practitioners of radiesthesia over the ages. It is important to stress that these persons were ordinary individuals who became well known because of their radiesthesia practice.

Steve Herbert
Steve Herbert has been a dowser for fourteen years; dowsing water while he was a Peace Corps volunteer in West Africa, and for the Partners of the Americas program in Central America and the Caribbean. Since 1997, he has served for the Water for Humanity committee, an organization that funds water well development around the world. He offers his services in the dowsing of water and geopathic energies, both of which can be done remotely on a map, if necessary.

Mr. Herbert holds degrees in both geology and anthropology, and has traveled extensively throughout the United States and the world. He has worked in the fields of welding and steel fabrication, mineral and oil exploration, soil and concrete inspection, and environmental extension and chemistry.

Don Nolan
Don Nolan has 15 years experience as a dowser. He is the founder and past president of the Heart of Wisconsin Dowsers. Mr. Nolan specializes in earth energy work, which is the elimination of harmful noxious energies or geopathic stress. He has expertise in locating electro-magnetic and other negative energies that can be detrimental to one’s well-being. Don Nolan is also a consultant, instructor and speaker.

Raymon Grace
Raymon Grace is a native of the Appalachian Mountains of Virginia. He has been studying forms of healing since 1973. Mr. Grace has treated hundreds of people from around the world for many different illnesses, both physically and emotionally.

He has been invited to be a speaker at the World Convention for Silva International several times and was named "Outstanding Silva Method Lecturer for the United States" twice. A teacher at the Ozark Research Institute of Taught mind development, he gives lectures on self esteem and stress management for social service agencies of five Virginia counties. These are only some of his accomplishments due to his skills in and contribution to dowsing.

Arne Groth
Arne Groth is considered to be one of Sweden’s most well known dowsers due to his ability to deal with new problems using his own sensitivity, intuition and scientific approach. He has written about frequencies and earth-radiation.

Eric Dowsett
He is considered a pioneer in advanced methods of energy dowsing. Refining energetic clearing to its most profound essence, he teaches how to achieve powerful results without the need for elaborate ceremonies or the placement of objects in a space. He wrote a book The Moment That Matters. Mr. Dowsett is also an educator.

Frank Jordan
Mr. Jordan, a rancher in eastern Oregon, has been an active dowser for over 50 years. He created the Idaho Society of Dowsers. Frank Jordan was the society’s President for 6 years and Vice-President for 4 years. He is an active water, mineral and missing persons dowser, and had recently located a missing girl in Reno, Nevada by tele-radiesthesia. He created the popular line of Super-Sensor Dowsing tools, which he markets worldwide on his web site.

Dr. Barbara Mallory
Dr. Mallory is a registered member of the College of Psychologists of British Columbia and specializes in energy dowsing, which she calls, "Energy Awareness". Since energy follows intention and carries information, it's Barbara's belief that “Energy Awareness” is a potential, and perhaps, essential tool for conscious evolution.
She holds professional memberships in the BC Psychological Association, the Canadian Society of Clinical Hypnosis, the Association for Comprehensive Energy Psychology (ACEP), and Psychologists for the Ethical Treatment of Animals. Her professional experience ranges from agency and hospital-based psychological services to her current holistic private practice on Vancouver Island, Canada.

**Verne Cameron**

This American pendulist of the 20th century had a most interesting experience. During the Cold War in the 1960's, he was invited by the government of South Africa to help them locate their country's precious natural resources using his pendulum. He was denied a passport by the US government.

The reason is strangely amusing. A few years earlier, Mr. Cameron was invited by the US Navy to test his ability of dowsing. He performed map dowsing or tele-radiesthesia and located correctly every submarine in the Navy's fleet. The US Navy officials were shocked when he could locate not only every US submarine, but also every Russian submarine in the world. As a result, the CIA determined that Verne Cameron was a risk to national security, and he was forbidden to leave the United States.

**Dr. Khalil Messiha**

Dr. Khalil Messiha (1924-1998) was an Egyptian physician and dowser who practiced radiesthesia in scientific healing. He used to dowsed remedies for his patients to give the most effective treatment without any side effects. Usually, traditional physicians need to conduct several tests for diagnosing certain complex illness, and in a number of cases, the results of such test can be got only after days.

Using medical radiesthesia, Dr. Messiha could define the beginning point for analysis. Through this, more number of people can be benefited, especially those living far away from the hospitals. Dr. Khalil Messiha could analyze complex cases of patients who did not get a good diagnosis for years, in a very short time. His method of diagnosis using radiesthesia succeeded in curing Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, an illness that many people in the world suffer without knowing its cause.

**Institutions and Centers promoting and using Radiesthesia**

In France, the first society of radiesthesia was formed in the Inter War period between 1919 and 1939.

Many individuals had made radiesthesia their full time profession. The Association Francaiseet Internationale des Amis de la Radiesthesie was formed. The French dowsers’ national union even paid annual dues to the French Ministry of Labor. Similarly, in USA, the American Society of Dowsers was formed in 1958 in Danville.

There are dowsing societies in UK, New Zealand, Australia, Argentina, Austria, Sweden, Italy, Kenya, Israel, Mexico, the Netherlands, Spain, the West Indies, Switzerland, and many other countries.

Dowsing organizations in Germany require that members serve a period of apprenticeship before they can call themselves "dowser." In India, the organization, Raj Yoga consists of divisions representing applications of radiesthesia in different areas such as agriculture, engineering and healing. All these signify that radiesthesia is no longer a remote subject. It is actively practiced and promoted both on national and international levels in many countries.

Not everyone knows the fact that many major water pipeline services providers in France have employed or used the services of a dowser to find easy and quick solutions. The Puget Sound Power and Light Company in Washington State is said to have a dowser in its payroll. The Canadian Ministry of Agriculture has also used radiesthesia for finding solutions.

Evelyn Penrose, a renowned dowser, had worked for British Columbia to locate oil and water resources. In Russia, Moscow State University and the University of Leningrad have training schools in dowsing. Dowsers are employed by the Russian and Chinese armed forces for providing certain type of military solutions, like locating enemy sites, determining areas for advancing troops, etc.